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Status
 Closed

Subject
Per user/group newsletter administration (adding category or object permissions)

Version
17.x
18.x

Category
• Feature request

Feature
Category
Newsletters
Group
Permission

Resolution status
Duplicate

Submitted by
Torsten Fabricius ☺️

Lastmod by
Torsten Fabricius ☺️

Rating
★★★★★☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆ (0) ☁

Description
This feature request was accidently submitted twice.
Please use only item6469

See here:
https://dev.tiki.org/Newsletter#Roadmap

Per user/group newsletter administration based on category permission or on object permission.

• It should (shall) be possible for specified groups to provide an own group-newsletter created by a superuser, which then could (shall) be administrated by one or more specified group members / group admins whilst the newsletter admin of one group cannot (shall not) administrate or alter
the newsletter(s) of another group.

- This could be accomplished by adding to the code the opportunity to categorise newsletters and to add certain admin-permissions like tiki_p_batch_subscribe_email, tiki_p_send_newsletters, tiki_p_subscribe_email, tiki_p_subscribe_newsletters, tiki_p_view_newsletter, tiki_p_list_newsletters to the category permissions (not tiki_p_admin_newsletters)
- There should be a distinction between tiki_p_admin_newsletters which includes the permission to create a new newsletter and the now not (yet) existing tiki_p_admin_newsletter which would limit admin permissions to the specific newsletter.

Solution

This feature request was accidently submitted twice.
Please use only item6469

Workaround

This feature request was accidently submitted twice.
Please use only item6469

Importance
6

Easy to solve?
3

Priority
18

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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